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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tne research described in tnis report had four goals:

1, To investigate the validity of the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT)

'Or predicting end-of-training FSI language proficiency in Peace Corps

trainees,

2, Tc. discover the relative difficulty of various target languages as

inferred from the data.

3, To develop tentative expectancy tables which would permit prediction

of a trainees probable language proficiency at the end of training.

4, To outline the needs for and the nature of en ongoing program of Peace

Corps language research,

Procedure

The trainee data was eported to us on PC Form 1004. Our sample consisted

of data on 1,731 tra.nees in sixty-four Summer/Fall 1967 training project . The

variables considered were: target lang,:age, total hours of instruction. mLAr,

initial FSI proficiency rating, and final FSI proficiency rating, The oet1;ne

for an ongoing program of language research is based in part on Language Training

Documentation (LATRAD) inputs.

Findings

The following capsule statements may be made, on the basis of our data,

although the reader should consult the body of the report for fuller treatment

of the provisos and ramifications,
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MLAT Validity

The MLAT has modest, though statistically reliable, predictive power

for the cr.:er on of end-of-training FSI rating in common as well as

exotic languages.

2. MLAT valid ty 's somewhat greater fo- common than for exotic languages.

3, 0 ;regarding language, MLAT has more preriictive power in shorter periods

or language instruction (under 280 hours) than in longer ones.

4, Takng language :ype and training tune into consideration, MLAT s pre-

dictive power is greatest in common language projects involving 280 hours

or more of train'ng.

Proficiency Differences Amono Languages

5, Systematic differences in everage proficiency among languages exist,

implying, in part, differences in relative difficulty for American

students.

b. Ewe and Swahili are near the top of the list (easiest); Thai and Korean

nea the bctom (hardest),

Lazguage P-o* :lerzy Pred,:tlon

7 EAp2::ari:.y cha...; are presented which indicate the likelihood of various

FSI pct er:y outcomes, given a trainees MLAT, the target language,

and tne tota; number of instructional hours in the training project for

which ne i, pogrammed.

8, A,,tainmen: of an S-2 rating, identified by Carroll (1966) as a tron.num

q.alify ng level for PC field effectiveness, is quite unlikely under

present circumstances except:
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a. in easier languages for high MLAT 58) trainees, with 280 hours

or more of instruction; and/Or

b. in French and Spanish for trainees with some initial proficiency,

In some cases, at least, MLAT and training time seem to compensate for

each other, so that shorter training with higher KAT permits about the

same FSI prediction as longer training with lower MLAT.

10,. Fo! the more difficult languages, increasing training time over the

range contained in our data does not appear to improve FSI proficiency

expectations in any major way except, to some extent, for the lowest

MLAT group.

Continuing In-House Language Research

Research on language training can serve three functions: documentation,

quality control on trairing, and innovation. Documentation is needed because

there is:

a, high turnover of language training personnel,

b. great variation in education and other background factors of language

training personnel,

c, often short lead-in time for training projects.

Quality control or training is still largely in an anecdotal, impressionistic

stage mak'ng evaluation of pedagogic efforts and approaches difficult. More

rigorous, innovative research may help to better isolate the actual factors of

importance in language training.

iv
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Recommendations

The collow,ng suggestions seem warranted on the basis of the results,

!. Assumi-g a ieosorable select on ratio (surplus of applicants over trainee

positions) the MLAT is a meaningful screening device on which to base

i tations to tra.n.ng projects, especially those involving TrencH,

Spanish, or Portuguese.

2 'he setting oi -_,aining goals should take into consideration systematic

differences 1.1 prof ciency which are realistically achievable in different

languages, ,eflecting, in part, thlir relative difficulty.

3, The expectancy :abler included in this report may he used to predict

various probable PSI proficiency outcomes as a function of: target

language, total training time, and trainee's MLAT score.

4, With regard to further implications of these quantitative analyses,

additional data should be collected in order to extend the coverage to

more languages (than the thirty-one covered here); and in order to allow

g-eate, confidence n predictors made from the expectancy tables,

5, One su:h possible implication that requires further data is the utility/

nor.,tili,y of extending the total number of hours of language training

-n the mc-e difficult lang./ages.

6 With regard to continuing language research:

a- Evaluation/documentation of training activities carried o.,:t by on

tractor oigarizations should be conducted in-house by PC/Washington

research and language training personnel.

Li, Evaluation/documentation of training activities carried on in-house

(e.g., Virgin Islands Training Center, Leland, Escondido, Puerto Rico)

should be conducted by outside research organizations under contract.
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c, One of the Peace Corps training sites should be designated as

a Training laboratory where rigorous research of an experimental

nature can more adequately be carried out.
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INTRODUCTION

Many questions of language training do net lend themselves to very strict
scientific analysis. Several basic points, however, do permit at least a sys-
tematic/quantitative research approach, The validity of the Modern Language
Aptitude test (MCAT) for Peace Corps with end-of-training Foreign Service
Institute (FSI) language proficiency ratings as the criterion Is one such point.
Whether the predictive power of the MCAT is constant or varies as between dif-
ferent languages and different training duratloos, is another. The relative
difficulty of various target languages for PC trainees is an i,aue toward which
hard data would at least permit an inference to be made,

Based on tne foego to the extent tnat larg,age aptitude, trainrng
time, and to -get language difficulty are related to achievement, it should be
possible to construct some expectancy tables. Slch char:s would permit pre-
diction of probable end-of-training FSI proficieocy given the relevant
antecedent information. It is such questions that the quantitative research
reported herein 1 s intended to answer,

In a more procedural vein, we outline in this report some thoughts on the
needs for a continuing language research program to be performed in-house and/
ur through contractors.

PROCEOURE

The data source for the quantitative analysts in this report and the con-
c!,Jstons they permit are PC form 1004. This forrt reports: target language,
hours of .nstruction, Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) score,!/ initial
(start of t.a-n;ng) FSI Speaking Prcfic,ency rat.Aig, and final (end of train.ng)
FSI at;ng for each trainee,

The sample tapped in this study consists of trainee data from sixty-four
Summer/Fall 1967 training projects. The total numb,.:.- of trainees involved was

1/731 although some analyses were based on fewer cases. ?./

The outline of a suggested language trairinG reJearc. program is based in
part on Language Training Documentaton (LATRAD) inputs and in part on visits
to training sites.

I/ The scores reported and used throughout this report are the PC MLAT which
are MLAT raw scores (for Parts 3, 4, and 5) standardized with mean : 50
and standard deviation 10.

2/ The problem of miss rg data was p-esent to 1 considerable extent. We ha\e
no way of determining to what degree this may be biasing to the findings,
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FINDINGS

In this section we present data concerning three substantive areas of interest:
1) the utlIity of the MLAT in Peace Corps selection/placement/training; 2) systematic
proficiency differences achieved in training programs involving different languages;
and 3) the expe,.tanc of certain levels of language proficiency that it is reason-
able to have for a trainee given a certain target language, his language aptitude,
and the duration of his training.

MLAT Validity

Past research has established that the MLAT has considerable validity for
predicting end-of-training criteria in all sorts of student groups from ninth-
grade school children to military personnel at the Army Larguage School, (Carroll

and Sapon, 1959.)

In a Peace Corps population, Carroll (1966) has reported validity coefficients
of -32 and .41 for two subgroups of Spanish language students. The criterion in
that case was a 5-point rating given each trainee by the language staff at the end
of training. Against a more objective criterion of language proficiency, the Mtil.
Cooperative test, the validity coefficient for the MLAT was .67 and .33 for the
same respective subgroups.

In the current research we use the actual FSI Speaking proficiency rating as
the criterion. The FSI rating is, after all, the most widely known and clearly
recognized language proficiency index. The data in Table 1 can be used to answer
several questions:

1. Is MLAT predictive of FSI S-rating for Peace Corps trainees generally,
i.e., in languages other than Spanish?

2, Is MLAT differentially predictive as between common and exotic languages?

3. Is MLAT differentially predictive in shorter or longer training periods?

4. Taking both language type and total hours of training into consideration,
in which of the possible situations is MLAT most predictive?

5. What are the implications of these findings to Peace Corps utilization
of MLAT?

In answer to the first question, the first two breakdowns of Table I are
elevant. Note that for common as well as exotic languages, there was a sys-
tematic decrease in average MLAT as one descends from trainees who achieved
S-3 level or better to those who reached S-24-, S-2, etc. The only reversals
in the regularity occurred for the lowest proficiency grout) in each case. The
correlation coefficients which characterize this regularity are r = .3() ann

10 -2-



respectively. Though quite modest, these correlations are significantly greater
than zero, Thus, the question must be answered in the affirmative on the basis
o' these data: MLAT is moderately predictive of end-of-training language pro-
ficiency in Peace Corps training generally in common as well as exotic languages.

With regard to the second question posed above, it appears on the basis of
these data that the MLAT is a more salient predictor in the common languages

, French, Spanish, Portuguese) than it is for exotic languages, The quan-
titative difference being conside,ed in this analysis is that between r = ,30

common languages and i , ,11 for exotic languages. That particular difference
based or the present numb e- of cases is extremely unlikely to have occurred
merely by chance (p ' ,002)

S'm lark,, :ne third and fourth b-eakdown$ of Table I compare the p-ed:t,ve
power of the MLAT fo- shorter vs longer language training programs, Disrega,d,ng
language type then, it appears that the MAT is somewhat more predictive in sne-ter
programs (under 280 hours) where r = ,21 than it is for programs with large- num-
be-s of language hours, where the correlation is only ,08, Although this absolute
difference in correlation coeff,ciegts is not dramatic in size, it is a statis-
tically stable f7ricling (p 4 ,02), 2/

To consider the fourth q,.est,on above, the data were analyzed so as to con-
sider language type and total hors of instruction simultaneously. These results
are snown in the last four breakdowns of Table 1, Note that the highest correla-
tion is found for common languages of 280 or more hours of instruction, wnere

= .44, There is a seeming disparity batween this statement and the previous
finding that generally, disregarding language type, the MLAT is more predictive
,n shorter programs, The latter analysis where both factors are taken into con-
:oderation, i e-, language type and training duration, would seem to the more
useful,

With shorter training programs, i.e , breakdowns 5 and 7 of Table 1, there
-s no stable difference between the predictive power of the MLAT (i.e., where

.18 and .21, respectively). However, for longer projects, i.e., breakdowns
6 and 8 of Table 1, the MLAT appears to nave a good deal more predictive power
for :'ommen languages than for exotic ones where the correlation drops to zero,

'he answer to the fifth quest-on, implications of these findings for Peace
Corps tra n ng and selection, seems o) be the following. The modest but scat's

:ally stable co'-ela'ions between the MLAr and FSI Speaking proficiency rating
at -ne e-d cf t ai -1^g si.cgest that MLAr may p-operly be taken into considera
inn nv,t rig app' oan's to trar-ng ooje:ts on me premise that foreign
language a:n'evemer is an 'mpci:ant goal of mining. The modest size of the
:oeffizients, mrwede, does not permit ,se of the test for purposes of individual
counseling Win tegard to placemert it would appea- that an applicant's MLAT
sho,ld ca-y snmewnat neavie weight f ne is applying for a common language
program than if ne is 41mng for an exotic language program, since the predic-
tive powe' ft' the MLA- is Lowe- .n the second case, lf, however, MAr scores
a-e not aiaIable to cogni'za'nt PC personnel wno issue invitations to trainng
ard/o to language ccodi-ato's at tne very beginning of training, this nfor-
mation obilously :arnot be ,sed either for trainee selection or to fo-ni
nomogerecus language classes, and bezemes rather academic.

2 / These correlations between MLAT and FSI rating are roughly comparable in size
those found betweer MLAr and Selection Board Final Rating by Krug (1962).
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Table 1

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APTITUDE (MLAT) AND
PROFICIENCY (FSI RATING) FOR COMMON AND EXOTIC

LANGUAGES AS WELL AS SHORTER ANO LUNGER TRAINING DURATIONS

Language Total flows
of Instruction

No. of

Trainees

Mean

MLAT

Final FSI
Speaking

Proficiency

MLAT - FSI

Correlation
Coefficient 2/

Common All 320
6 62.33 S-3 or higher

22 60.22 S-2+

73 58.02 S-2

158 55.34 S-1* r = .30

46 52.58 S-I

15 54.19 S-0+ or lower

Exotic All 1051

15 61.13 S-3 or higher
32 58.31 S-2+

153 58.13 S-2

344 55.55 S-1* r = ,11
321 55.27 S-1

186 55.88 S-Of or lower

All 0-279 843

9 62,21 S-3 or higher
29 58.51 S-2+
130 57,89 S-2

343 55 51 S-1+ r = .21

247 54.42 S-I

85 53.30 S-0* or lower

All 280 or more 474
12 60.91 S-3 or higher
25 59.75 S-2*

95 58.39 S-2

159 55.44 S-I+ r = .08

104 55.70 S-I

79 58.32 S-0+ or lower

2/ Serial correlation was calculated (aspen, 1946) to accomodate FSI ratings, which
constitute a segmented variable and which therefore present certain difficulties
for the usual Pearson product-mcment correlation.
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Table I (continued)

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APTITUDE (MLAT) AND
PROFICIENCY (FSI RATING) FOR COMMON AND EXOTIC

LANGUAGES AS WELL AS SHORTER AND LONGER TRAINING DURATIONS

Language Total Hours
of Instruct.on

No of Mean
rainees MLAT

Final FSI
Speaking

Proficiency

MLAT FSI

Correlation
Coefficient a/_Type

Common 0-279 157

0 S-.1 or higher
12 60,16 S-2+
28 57.64 S-2
78 55.30 s-14 r "- ,i8

26 54.84 S-I

13 55.30 S-04- or lower

Common 280 or more 163

6 62.33 S-3 or higher
10 60.29 S-2+
45 58.26 S-2
80 55.38 S-14- r .44

20 49.64 S-I

2 47.00 S-0+ or lower

Exotic 0-279 686

9 62.21 S-3 or higher
17 57.35 S-2+
102 57,97 S-2
265 55,57 5 -1 21
221 54,37 S-I

72 52.94 S-Of or lower

Exotic 280 or more 311

6 59,49 5 -3 or higher
15 59.39 S-2+
50 58.51 5 -2

79 55 50 S-11- r z .00
84 57,14 S-1

77 58,62 S-04- or lower

Serial correlaticn wa., calculated (.,aspen, 1946) to accomodate FSI rating, wn:ch
constitute a segmented variable and wnIch therefore present certain difficulties
for the usual Pearson p.cductmoment correlation.
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In evaluating the above validity coefficients it must be remembered that one
ooss.ble reason for their modest size is a psychometric weakness in the criterion,
.e tie FS1 ratings, The reliability of those ratings themselves limit the

validity which a predictor test can demonstrate, Secondly, it should also be

borne mind teat the MLAT scores in question are rather high, thus representing
a somewhat narrow rarge of aptitude. This may be deduced from the fact that the
MLAT scores, as given, are generated PC MLAT s which were standardized with a mean
of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 on early groups of volunteers,

Proficiency Differences Among Languages

The substantive question to which we would like to address ourselves here
's: Are there .:iny reliable differences in difficulty among the various languages
studied by PC trainees, eliminating any extraneous variables? Unfortunately, the

data do not allow us to answer this question. The season for this is that many
ext-areous factors are varying from project to project besides the fundamental
ore of woich language is being studied. In Table 2 we have eliminated statis-
t-cally one of these extraneous variables, namely, differences in duration ,)f
t-a.ning Another, differences in initial proficiency, has been controlled by
considerirg only trainees with zero starting ability in any of the languages,
Other 'acto.s however, like quality of instructor personnel, adequacy of text
mate-lals, motivation of trainees cannot so easily be controlled for, Therefore,

the question to which the data of Table 2 really address themselves is: Are

these any reliable differences in final FSI Speaking proficiency ratings among
groups of PC trainees studying some thirty-one different languages?

1r Table 2 we have arranged the languages in rank order of average profi-
cien:y a:Weved, Eliminating initial proficiency and amount of training as
fa:to-s. we note that Ewe produced the highest average proficiency; Korean,
the lowest, Another assumption in making this kind of comparative statement
with -egard to languages is that the standards of FSI testing are completely
:onstarr across languages, a premise not impervious to question. The analysis
of covariance on these data results in an F ratio of 29.9 which allows the
statement at a very high level of statistical confidence (p < .001) that,
holding training time and Initial proficiency constant, the average FSI pro-
ficiency among these thirty-one languages is not the same.

This is not to imply, however, that neighboring languages on the list like
Tukish, for example, (mean adjusted final FS1 score of 1,61) yields reliably
higher average proficiency than Malay (1,59). As indicated by the approximate
standard errors of the means given in the table, the neighboring means fall well
within a one standard error band around any comparison mean. Thus the conclusion
that the overall F is Signtfcant so that overall differences in average FS1
b-oric e'cy ekis*, canrof recessa-ily be applied to any two languages near each
otne..

The beak n the table between Prjabi and Visayan is arbitrarily placed
thee to &vide the la.g..ages ir,to two groups (A and B) with roughly equal
nuTbers of t,airees Tri,s grcupng will be used in a subsequent analysi's.

-6- 14



'able 2

AVERAGE
EFcEC'S

G,op

FINAL FSI SPEAKING PROFICIENCY RATING FOR VARIOUS LANGUAGES EL:MINATING
OP DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF TRAINING AND ANY INITIAL PROFICIENCY (N 1731)

Adjusted Sta2dad
No. of Mean F.nal E -c- (1;

LangLage Region Trainees FSI Score 2/ tne Mear, 12/

Ewe Africa 13 2,02 1,22

Swahil iii-ica 8 1.91 1 47

H ligaynor East As:a PacIfic 28 1.81 1,09

'0.,10F Africa 3 1,79 1.67

',/, Africa 35 1.69 0.68
'..,.,-0.,ka Africa 7 1.68 2.14

llo:ano East Asia Pacific 70 1.68 0,53

Nyanja At -ca 28 1.68 0.95

Hausa Af1:a 12 1.66 0.90

A Turkish NANESA 107 1.61 0.89
Malay Eas: Asia Pacific 139 1.59 0.32
Sotho Africa 51 1.59 0 52

Western Arabic NANESA 43 1.57 0.87

Pot,,guese Latin America 36 1,55 ',08

Persian, Afghan NANESA 52 1.52 0 68

Tagalog East As .a Paciic 159 1.52 0 33

Pe-sian NANESA 24 1,43 1,41

Soani,,i) Lat n Ame :a 390 1,41 0 25

F-en7.1 A'. i :a , NANESA 33 ..4; 0 76
Punjab NANESA 7 1,37 0 71

Visayan East A, a Pa: /c 112 1.30 0 47
Pash:L. NANESA 26 1,23 I 06
'elug,) NANESA 54 1.21 0 40
Nubian NANESA 15 1_18 0 83
Fula Africa 2 1,13 0 00

9 Nepali NANESA 32 1,00 0.59
Mardirka Al'ica 12 0,96 0 94
rtird NANESA 11 0.94 1.35
Amha-+c Africa 76 0.94 0.30
'na. Eas: Asia Pacif:c 37 0.56 0 51
Ko.ean East Asia Pacif.c 109 0.35 0,37

1,731

21 The mei,ns have been adjusted through an analysis of covariance technique to
elimint-ite the effects of differential treining time. The scale is parallel
to the FSI dimension; 2.00 = S-2, 1.50 : S-1., 1.25 = halfway between S-1 and
S-I, etc,

b/ Approximate values due to computa:Is. from unadjusted scores.
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A comparison between Table 2 and FSI breakdown of language difficulty matches
fairly well, at least in some particulars. Swahili, for example, is in Group 1

(easy) for FSI (along with French, Spanish and Portuguese); and it is near the top
of the list in Table 2. Malay, Persian and Turkish are in the middle range both
in FSI and in the list of Table 2. Korean is classified as the most difficult
in both lists. The two lists are not completely comparable, however, particu'arly
in that Table 2 is much longer than that in use by FSI. (1966)

Language Proficiency Prediction

Having established that the Modern Language Aptitude Test has modest pre-
dictive power and that systematic proficiency differences appear to exist among
various languages even when holding training duration constant, it now becomes
meaningful to ask the following questions.

1. Given a PC trainee whose MLAT score falls within a certain range and
who is being assigned to study language X in which he will receive
Y number of hours of instruction, what is a reasonable expectation
of his proficiency at the end of training?

2. How likely is it that he will attain the S-2 level?

3, Co the two factors of language aptitude and duration of training
compensate for each other, i.e., does longer training time make up
for lower MLAT?

4. In what way is the expectation altered if trainees have some initial
proficiency in the target language?

Tables 3 and 4 deal respectively with language Groups A and B as identified
in Table 2. Table 3 presents data for language Group A which contains languages
that are easier or (at least) in which higher final FSI scores occur. Language
Group B, in Table 4, contains languages which appear to be harder/result in lower
average FSI proficiency.

We will first attempt to answer questions 1, 2, and 3 above for language
Group A as indicated in Table 3. An expectancy of 1.000 will represent absolute
certainty and .000 will mean absolute impossibility. Thus, for a random trainee
exposed to less than 280 hours of instruction in a language in Group A, the
chances of achieving no more than S-I proficiency, i.e., S-1 or less, is .337 if
his MLAT is under 52; remains at about one-third (.325) if his MLAT is between
52 to 58; but drops to .2}4 if his MLAT is over 58. Note that the parallel
expectancies for the same individual to reach no higher than S-I if he were to
get 280 hours or more of language training are thereby considerably lowered.
Table 3 may be used to state the likelihood of any other final FSI proficiency
outcome in a similar manner.

In particular, since Carroll (1966) identified the S-2 level as a minimum
qualifying benchmark for effectiveness in the field, it becomes important to
answer the second question above, namely what is the likelihood that an
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rabic 3

RELA-IONSHIP BETWEEN APTI'LlDE
KAT}, FOTAL 1-(01.:RS OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

AND FINAL FSI SPEAKING PROFICIENCY

FOR TRAINEES WITHOUT INITIAL

RATING IN LANGUAGE GROUP A
PROFICIENCY (N 7: 946)

MAT Final FS1 Speaking Less tnan 280 Hovers

Range Proficiency Rating 280 hours or Mre

N - 190 N - 83

SI or less 33.7 X 27.7 /

urde, 52 S-1. 50.5 48 2

S-2 12,6 20.5

S-2- or more 3.2 3.6

52 -58

Over 58

S-1 or less
S-I-

S-2
S-2- or more

S-1 o- less
S-1'

S-2
S.2. or mo.e

9

N 200

32.5
43.0
18.5

6,0

N 243

21.4 -A

44.4
25.5
8 6

N 116

12.9 X
52.6
23.3
11.2

N 114

3.5 X
28,1

46 5
21,9

17



Table 4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APTITUDE (MLAT), TOTAL HOURS OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
AND FINAL FSI SPEAKING PROFICIENCY RATING IN LANGUAGE GROUP B

FOR TRAINEES WITHOUT INITIAL PROFICIENCY (N = 375)

MLAT

Range

Final FSI Speaking
Proficiency Rating.

Less than
280 Hours

280 Hours
or More

N = 63 N = 23

S-1 or less 80.9 % 73.9 %
Under 5: S-1+ 17.5 21.7

S-2 1.6 4.3
S-2+ or more 0.0 0,0

N = 66 N = 62

S-I or less 74.2 % 77.4 %
52 - 58 S-1+ 25.8 21.0

S-2 0.0 1.6
S-2+ or more 0.0 0.0

N = 61 N = 100

S-1 or less 68.8 % 79.0 X
Over 58 S-1+ 24.6 19.0

S-2 6.6 2.0
S-2+ or more 0.0 0.0

-10-
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individual of given aptitude will reach this minimum qualifying level? If

a trainee's MLAT is under 52 and ne gets less than 280 hours of training, his
chances of achieving at least an S-2 level are .158 (i.e,, 12,6Y. ol.is 3,2%).
If that same t-air,ee get 280 hours or more, his probability for "success"

increases to ,241. In a parallel fashion :t his MLAT is between 52 and 58,
likelihood of achieving :ne S-2 level 7s :245 with less than 280 hours

and 345 with longer ns -.ructicn. Students high in language aptitude (over 58)
increase their S-2 likelihoods markedly to .341 and .684, respectively.

To tne :herd question, regarding tne possible compensatory nature of
aptitude and training time, we note from Table 3 that, at least for Group A

languages, the answer must be in the affirmative. Note that the expectancy

for a low MLAT trainee (under 52) with 12f2 training time is .241 (20.5%
and 3 IT of reaching 5-2 level which :s very close to the medium aptitude
trainee (52 to 58) witn less than 280 hours for whom the likelihood is .245.
Similarly the medium aptitude trainee with 102a training has a likelihood of
,345 of rea:h/ng the S-2 lev 1, the high aptitude (over 58) trainee has a
very similar ,341 chance with the shorter training duration.

The general pattern of results in Table 4 is similar to that in table 3
with one major exception. By definition in Table 4 the performance range on
the FSI is considerably lower than that for languages in Group A. Thus, for

Group A languages, the typical/modal/most likely language training outcome
reaardless of MLAT or training duration was, with one exception, The

one exceptiol in Table 3 was for high aptitude, long training time outcome
whe-e the modal category was S-2. Turning to Table 4, however, we gird that
in all breakdowns the MOs: likely outcome (1,e.. the largest per cent) is
S-1 o- ,e,s.

One other -expect in which the data for language Group B appear to differ
from those In language Group A is as follows, For language Group B increasing
tran:ng time to 280 hours or more does not appear to improve the FSI
cien:y eripeztatiors in any meaningful way The possible exception is in the
low MLAT group whe,e the likelihood of reaching at least an S-14- level is

.260 w:r.h 280 hOors or more :ompared to 191 for the shorter time. It may

also be seen in Table 4 that for pract cal purposes the likelihood of
reaching the Carroll identif;ed minimum qualifying level of S-2 ranges be-
tween ze-c .066, 1.e., is highly :unlikely to occur by the end of the
training period,

I- Table 5 we tens der the likelihood of various expectations of end-of-
training p-oticiency for trainees who enter the program with some initial
ability. Tnese data are for French and Spanish only. It mey be seen in
Table 5 that the most likely outcome for these trainees is the S-2 rating,

The likelihood that a trainee with some initial proficiency will reach at
least the 52 level in French or Spanish with less than 280 hours is 680 (i.e.,
31.9% p'us 22 2X plus 4,2X plus 9,7X)if his MLAT is under 52, .756 if his MLAT
is 52 to 58 and .794 14 his MLAT is over 53. Similarly, with 280 hours or more
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of training, the likelihood of his reaching the S-2 level is .685, .760 and .880,

respectively. In other words, with some prior skill, the S-2 level is a realistic

training goal in French and Spanish language programs.

The foregoing expectancy charts, i.e., Tables 3, 4, and 5 should be augmented

and updated with additional trainee data in order to increase the confidence one

can place in the expectancy statements or predictions.
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Table 5

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APTITUDE {MCAT), TOTAL HOURS OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
AND FINAL FSI SPEAKING PROFICIENCY RATING IN FRENCH AND SPANISH

FOR TRAINEES WITH SOME INITIAL PROFICIENCY (N = 522)

MLAT
Range

F,-al FSI Spea!dng

P"'Hclea_aILL1112

Less than
280 hours

280 Hours
or More

Under 52

S-I or less
S-i

S-2

S-2+
S-3

N = 72

5.5 %
26.4

31.9
22.2
4.2

N 38

2.6 %
28,9

34,2

5.3
15.8

S-3+ or more 9.7 13.2

N= 119 N % 46

S-1 or less 6.7 % 2.2 g
S-1+ 17.6 21.7
S-2 31.9 34.8

52 - 58 S-2+ 16.8 21.7
S-3 15.1 13.0

S-3+ or more 11.8 6.5

N = 180 N = 67

S-1 or less 2.8 % 0,0 %
S-1* 17.8 11.9
S-2 33.? 35,8

Over 58 S.2+ 21-4 20,9
S.; 13.3 14,9

S-3 or more 7.9 16,4

-13-
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CONTINUING INHOUSE LANGUAGE RESEARCH

Trainng in foreign languages is a principal component (f the Peace Corps

training sys:em The need for crntinuing research on language training has
three aspeccs to it: documentation, quality control on training, and innovation.

Documentation

Systematic, oescriptive documentation of training philosophy, operational
procedures, and materials is a needed research function tc overcome the data
gap which makes the planning of future language training difficult and tenuous.

This is particularly a problem due to three factors previously described
(Fiks, 1967):

I. There is a high turnover of language training personnel. In effect
this removes the possibility of a pyramidal trial and error approach
to increasingly effective methods That would be possible with a more
stable staff,

2- There is a Teat variation in education and other background of Peace
Corps language personnel. This condition is true for language coor-
dinators as well as for instructor personnel, The result is consider-
able unaveness in the caliber of training projects with the more
effective ones largely hinging on the individual personality and
approach of the par:':Jlar coordinator/teachers rather than on systematic
training policy or practices,

3 There :s often sho-t leadin time with ineffective communications durng
the project planning stage. This condition makes it highly desirable
to have documentation available, organized, and stored in such . way as
to make quick retrieval and dissemination to new personnel feasible.
Procedres for data collection, coding and storage and retrieval are
contained in Fiks (1967),

Quality Control on Training

The evaluation of ongoing and pas: language training activities is still
largely in tr,e anecdotal, impressionistic stage. More systematic quality control
requires rigorously documented accounts of training procedures on the one hand,
and hard language proficiency measures and field criterion data on the other.

As a general role, we would suggest that such documentation/training quality
control be done in-house by Peace Corps research personnel in conjunction with
PC/Washington language t,aining personnel for those projects which have been
contracted out to universities and other organizations, Conversely, for language
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training taking place within PC training sites such as Virgin Islands, Escondido,
Leland we would suggest the contracting of any language research to be done to

outside organizations.

These suggestions are made based on personal experience and the difficulty
which exists in coordinating data collection at contract training sites on the
one hand, and the danger of nonobjectivity of in-house self-evaluation on the
other

Innovation

Innovative research on language training is needed basically because for the
nost part, trainees fai' to achieve the empirically determined minimum qualifying
level by the end of training (Carroll, 1966). This is clearly seen in our Tables
3 and above. The fact that it is at least theoretically possible to reach the
3-2 level is established in Table 3 where among trainees without prior proficiency,
kiith MLAT below 52, and with less than 280 hours of instruction, 15,8% do achieve
:he S-2 level. Assuming valid and reliable proficiency ratings for the moment,
his result must be due to some trainee characteristics such as motivation and/or
!;orlie training system characteristics, like having a particular type of teacher,
a particular type of text, with particular types of environmental supports.
:Innovative research would help isolate the factors which are of importance to
the training goal,

A secondary reason for a program of innovative research is that Peace Corps
bears a certain obligation to contribute to the fund of knowledge about training
technology, Having the resources, i.e., the subjects, the training sites, and
the research resources, it behooves Peace Corps not only to draw upon the "state
of the art" but to contribute to this growing science, We would urge that any
such research be ondetaken not on a Foss facto evaluation basis but be regarded
i-aid staffed and planned as true experimeats, The question of systematic sam-
pling and random assigrment of trainees Lo experimental conditions requires
particular attentior.

In essence, whaP is be,ng suggested here is that Peace Corps designate one
o- more of its tra:n.ng sites to -nclude the function of training laboratery,
)t is only in this way tkat rigocus ans14ers can be hoped for to questions SU:h
bs the following:

I. What differential Iaogluage proficiency effects are found as a resu.t
of hyperntensive language t,eining (HILT) at the beginning, vePsk,s
the middle, versus the end of tie training period?

2. How does 300 hours of HILT training compare with 300 hours of less
densely packed tfaining?

3, How can programmed instruction best be harnessed to PC training needs?

4. At what stage in the learning process is there the greatest payoff
from the environmental support and reinforcement implied by the
practice of .11mmersion'?

-15-
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